
 

 
 

 
 

  

Contemporary Jazz - Smooth Jazz & Vocals - World Fusion 

National Radio Promotion 

Gorov Music Marketing  

Jason Gorov and Cliff Gorov 

 

Phone: (702) 492-4965  

 

www.gorovmusic.com 

Email: info@gorovmusic.com  

 

International Publicity 

Cheryl Hughey Promotions 

 

Phone:  (314) 660-1755 

 

www.cherylhugheypromotions.com 

Email: 

Cheryl@cherylhugheypromotions.com 

 

Management: Ed Tankus 

Blue Plate Radio Productions  

Phone: (203) 500-0700 

Email:  booking@blueplateradio.com 
 

Info / Tech / Fan Club - Phone: (203) 468-0587 

Artist Website - www.airbornejazz.com  

Email – airbornejazz@snet.net 

Airborne with a beautiful trademark jazz sound of island passion and urban emotion   

 

Airborne the “Musical Peacemakers” of Contemporary Jazz sends out an Inspirational Message of Hope 

Airborne is a multi-cultural Contemporary Jazz group based from New Haven, CT. USA 

Formed in 1988 the group Airborne celebrates years of recordings, jazz festivals, gigs, 

and the whole ups and downs of being musicians. The members have toured Europe, 

Japan and across the USA. Airborne has released many successful CD’s and has 

received worldwide airplay and international acclaim. 

“Airborne is the Music and Message of Today” - “Joyful Jazz with a Message” 

“Inspiring compositions of depth and character we’ve come to expect from this 

experienced & world-class group” 

“Airborne gives one hope that Contemporary Jazz is still alive”  

 

“A pleasant offering to jazz lovers who reach out for new expression” 

 

“Real jazz by real jazz artists of integrity, whose inspiration and imagination  

capture your thoughts with music with a cause”  

 

Hot rhythms smoothly cruise on a cool sea of music and voices 

 

Airborne was awarded a Merit of Honor by the World Peace Organization for 

Excellence in World Music and as Humanitarians  

 

 

 

Tilt Records  

Recording Artists 

Airborne - Discography 

Back in the Dayz - 2011 

New Horizons – 2010 

Winds of Change – 2008 

Turbulence – 2007 

Heavy Vibes – 2004 

Lifetones – 1999 

Across the Sky – 1995 

Take Off - 1990 

“One has to admire Airborne, 

a veteran jazz band that has 

made inroads into the hearts 

of jazz fans across the world 

over the years. They are a 

supercharged carnival of 

musicians that add a much 

needed dose of global 

adventure to jazz” –  

Jonathan Widran - All Music 

 

Airborne 
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Airborne - Bio 

 Contemporary Jazz - Smooth Jazz & Vocals - World Fusion 

 Sounds of passion and emotion, a multi-cultural product of 

the band's hometown of New Haven, CT. USA Formed in 

1988 these veterans of jazz celebrate years of recordings, 

jazz festivals, gigs and the whole ups and downs of being 

musicians and has survived through today's frantic society 

with total dedication to their music, skills, and goals. 

 

Airborne have been graciously proclaimed the “Musical 

Peacemakers” of Contemporary Jazz and have been 

awarded a Merit of Honor by the World Peace Organization 

for their excellence in World Music and as Humanitarians 

 

Hot rhythms smoothly cruise on a cool sea of music and 

voices. Airborne has a beautiful trademark jazz sound of 

island passion and urban emotion. Music that is sensitive, 

straight from the heart and that echo's from deep within the 

soul.     

Exciting - Powerful - Motivating 

Musical Performances 

 

Airborne’s musical recipe takes a can of straight ahead jazz 

with Caribbean and Latino influences. Pour in a few 

tablespoons of jazz fusion and a heaping cup of urban street 

funk. Then cook all ingredients with pure technical talent till it 

gets boiling hot. 

As Performing Artists, Recording Artists, Educators, and as 

Humanitarians the band’s quality of excellence and 

compassion has kept them on the road to success 

Jump Onboard the Airborne Experience! 

 

What’s the Word on Airborne! 

"Airborne is a band with a mission, 

setting the objective on using their 

musical energies for calming an 

otherwise disruptive world. What the 

world needs is more people who do 

what they love to do with purpose and 

confidence and because they love 

doing it. Genuine big-hearted jazz" 

Sandy Shore - Smoothjazz.com 

“As much new age, R&B, funk, 

spiritual, and world as they are 

contemporary jazz, Airborne is a 

carefully woven fabric of tantalizing 

sound that makes those crazy 

moments in our day a little less crazy.  

An unbeatable combination” 

Ron Jackson - The Smooth Jazz Ride 

“The band’s reputation is built on 

returning soulful energy, inserting 

vocal R & B arrangements and firing 

up Latin grooves to contemporary jazz 

by re-igniting genuine old school jazz 

fusion in a way that is part 5th 

Dimension, part Weather Report, and 

part Ambrosia with just a hint of Tower 

of Power thrown in for good measure” 

Denis Poole. – Smooth Jazz Therapy 

    High Energy Contemporary Jazz 

 

Highly original, great tunes, exciting 

and motivating live performances  

 

Multi-faceted excellent professional 

musicians. The band bodes well for the 

media and in-person venues 

A group that really epitomizes the 

concept of a band and takes you on a 

whirling musical journey packed with 

emotion and flawless execution 
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Contemporary Jazz - Smooth Jazz & Vocals - World Fusion 

Airborne with a beautiful trademark jazz sound of island passion and urban emotion 

 

Airborne the “Musical Peacemakers” of Contemporary Jazz sends out an Inspirational Message of Hope 

Performance Date 

 



Airborne 
 Contemporary Jazz / Smooth Jazz & Vocals / World Fusion 

                

Back in the Dayz - Airborne Anthology 
     

Airborne with a beautiful trademark jazz sound of island passion and urban emotion 

 

  Airborne the Musical Peacemakers of Contemporary Jazz sends a Inspirational Message of Hope 

Airborne, the multi-cultural contemporary jazz group from New Haven, CT USA is moving 

forward with their 8th CD “Back in the Dayz - Airborne Anthology”. This project is a wonderful 

collection of new material and re-mastered compositions from other Airborne CD’s. It is a 

testimony to jazz artists of integrity, whose inspiration and imagination capture your thoughts 

with music with a cause. Joyful Jazz with a Message! 

 

Airborne the proclaimed “Musical Peacemakers” of Contemporary Jazz formed in 1988 

celebrates years of recordings, jazz festivals, gigs, and the whole ups and downs of being 

musicians. The members have toured Europe, Japan and across the USA. Airborne has 

many successful CD’s and has received worldwide airplay and international acclaim. 

 

“Back in the Dayz - Airborne Anthology” takes you onboard a magical and musical journey to 

a motivating, high energy, intensely creative, yet peaceful serenity of island passion and 

complex urban emotion where the compassion of Airborne raises up the spirit of humility and 

reflects the empathy and moral obligation we as people of dignity must adhere to. Inspiring 

compositions of depth and character by world class jazz musicians!  

Airborne gives hope that Contemporary Jazz is still alive!  

 

Management - Contact: Ed Tankus – Blue Plate Radio Productions 

Phone: (203) 500-0700 - Email: booking@blueplateradio.com 

 

Information / Tech – Greg Borino - (203) 468-0587 

Artist Website – www.airbornejazz.com - Artist Email - airbornejazz@snet.net                                                      

 

Airborne is the Music & Message of Today! 
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